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Physical Description:
40 linear feet, including:
   Documents
   Publications
   Bound material
   Photographs
   Slides
   Audio-Visual Material

Dates:
1965-1991

Restrictions:
Some files may be subject to restrictions. Consult Mercy Heritage Center archivists for more information.

Provenance:
This collection was transferred to Mercy Heritage Center from the offices of the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy, Silver Spring, Maryland, in 2011.

History:
The Federation of the Sisters of Mercy was created in 1965 as a forum for leadership of the Sisters of Mercy of the Union and independent Sisters of Mercy congregations in the United States. Growing out of the Mother McAuley Conference begun in 1955, the Federation served to facilitate discussion on topics of common interest. The Federation also facilitated projects and activities as well, including a shared formation program for novices, social justice initiatives, the Mercy Higher Education Colloquium, and community building activities such as the Grand Right and Left, an intercommunity arts exhibition.
In addition to such projects and activities, the Federation also developed the Sisters of Mercy’s Core Constitutions, which ultimately led to the creation of the current governance structure, the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas, founded in 1991.

**Scope and Content:**

The collection is divided into ten series, based on topic and format. Subseries are based on topic, function and format.

The collection includes minutes, correspondence and audio-visual material that document meetings, governance and activities of the Federation and proceedings of the Mother McAuley Conference. Other materials include commission and task force minutes, and information on projects and events. Additional materials include reference materials on historical topics, prayer books and other books related to the Sisters of Mercy.

**Schema:**

10 Historical Information
   11 Establishment of the Federation
   12 Mother McAuley Collection
   13 Other Historical Information
20 Correspondence
   21 President/Executive Director
   22 Foreign
   23 Miscellaneous
30 Books and Publications
   31 Historic Books
   32 Prayer Books
   33 Guides
   34 Constitutions
   35 Histories of the McAuley Conference/Federation
   36 Translations
   37 Other Publications
   38 *Mercy Life*
   39 *Trocaire*
40 Meetings

41 McAuley Conferences
42 Regional Meetins/Mother McAuley Days
43 Federation Annual Meetings
44 Executive Council Meetings
45 Governing Board Meetings

50 Financial Records

60 Commissions

60 Basic Education
61 Higher Education
62 Religious Personnel
63 Spirituality
64 Archives
65 Missions
66 Sister Formation
67 Fellowship (Ecumenism)
68 Health and Social Apostolate
69 Constitutions

70 Task Forces and Committees

71 Canon Law Task Force
72 Search Committee—New Director
73 Communications Process Task Force (Mercy Futures)
74 Finance Task Force (Mercy Futures)
75 Mercy Futures Task Force
76 Constitutions Committee
77 Transition Task Force (Mercy Futures)

80 Projects

81 Bicentennial Proposal
82 Mercy Mission Directory/Mercies Around the World
83 Media for Ministry
84 Mercy Communications Network
85 Catholic Health Ministry: Strategies for the Future
86 CCHNV/Federation Collaboration
87 Mercy Justice Coalition
88 New Foundations: Pocahontas, Virginia

90 Events
91 Trocaire
92 Senate Prayer
93 150th Anniversary

100 Formation
101 Novice Directors
102 Searching Mercy

110 Audio Records
111 Reel to Reel Tapes
112 Cassettes

120 Visual/Video Records
121 Photographs
122 Slides
123 Films
124 Video tapes